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ДЕМОВЕРСИЯ 

Инструкция по выполнению работы 

На выполнение экзаменационной работы по английскому языку дается 

3 часа (180 минут). Работа состоит из 3 частей. 

Часть А включает задания на лексику и грамматику с выбором 

верного варианта ответа. Максимальное количество баллов за часть А 

составляет 20 баллов. 

Часть В состоит из заданий по чтению повышенного уровня 

сложности: на установление соответствий, последовательности. За  

правильное выполнение всех заданий части В Вы можете получить 30 

баллов. 

Часть С включает творческое задание с развернутым свободным 

ответом повышенного и высокого уровня сложности (аргументированное 

эссе). Это задание требует полного ответа (высказать и аргументировать 

собственное мнение). Выполняя его, вы можете проявить свои знания и 

умения по английскому языку. Максимальное количество баллов за часть С – 

20 баллов.  

Часть А 

 

Задание 1. Из предложенных вариантов выберете  нужное слово. 

How do you feel when you (1) ….. an exam? Do you always (2) ….. in 

getting all your ideas down on paper, or do you sometimes feel that you‟re (3) ….. 

a mess of it?  Apart from those lucky few who (4) ….. through exams, most 

secondary school (5) ….. find them very stressful. Many teachers are (6) ….. of the  

problems their students face and use a different method for measuring their 

progress: continuous assessment. With continuous assessment, students are given 

various (7) ….. to do throughout the year. All their marks are added together to 

produce a total mark at the (8) ….. of the year. Students have to (9) ….. more 

responsibility for their education because they can‟t rely on doing well on just one 

day. Also, they have more time to (10)….. over their work, meaning that they are 

able to do their best. 

 

1  A  write                  B  make                     C  sit                       D  give 

2  A  manage              B  succeed                 C  achieve               D  pass 

3  A  doing                 B  having                   C  taking                 D  making 

4  A  sail                     B  go                         C  move                   D  drive 

5  A  colleagues         B   prefects                C  classmates           D  pupils  

6  A  recognizable      B  knowledgeable     C  aware                   D  intelligent 

7  A  efforts                B  tasks                     C  achievements        D  results 

8  A  end                    B  finish                     C edge                       D  stop 



9  A  take                   B  get                         C  make                     D  do 

10A  consider            B  imagine                  C  think                     D  examine 

 

Задание 2. Выберите нужную форму глагола. 

I (1) ….. at a school in Manchester. There (2) ….. 25 students in my class 

and we just (3) ….. our GCSE exams. We (4) …..  the results yet. They  usually (5) 

….. some time in August. Last year I (6) ….. eight subjects all together and now I 

(7) …..  choose three of  those subjects to study for A levels. I still (8) ….. which 

four subjects to choose for AS level. I never (9) …..  good results in Maths so I 

don‟t think I‟ll choose Maths. However,  I (10) ….. a great teacher last year for 

Physics. 

 

1    A  study                  B   studies                   C  have studied                D  studied  

2    A  will be                B   are                         C have been                     D  were 

3    A  take                    B   is taking                C  have taken                   D  took  

4    A  not receive         B   aren‟t receiving     C  haven‟t received         D received 

5    A  arrive                 B   arrives                    C  have arrived                D arrived 

6    A  study                  B  is studying              C have been studying      D studied 

7    A  have to               B  has to                      C have had to                   D had to 

8    A  not decide          B  isn‟t  deciding         C haven‟t decided            D decided 

9    A  have                   B  has                           C  have had                      D had 

10  A  have                   B  is having                  C  have been having        D  had  

  

Часть В 

Задание 1. Установите соответствие между действиями (1- 15) 

 и авторами блогов (A-E). 

A.  Ann Handly 

B. Dave Armano 

C. Carol Krishner 

D. Debbie  Weil 

E. Tristan Hussey 

Which person 

1. started writing the blog as a way of improving career prospects? 

2. says they use the personal blog in professional activities? 

3. warns prospective  bloggers about a loss of privacy? 

4. mentions having certain difficulties as a teenager? 

5. made a decision to improve the quality of the blog? 

6. is not concerned about making errors in the blog? 

7. felt no need to learn anything new before starting to write blogs? 

8. believes that blogging has improved their language skills? 

9. initially lacked confidence in their ability to attract readers to the blog? 

10. was surprised by the response to the blog 



11. compares the ease of writing blogs to other types of writing? 

12. values the fact that the blog provides a break from work? 

13. remembers other people being less open about what they had written? 

14. has offered other new bloggers help in starting their blogs? 

 

Ann Handley  

Like many of my school friends,  I used to spend hours every day writing a 

diary. But while they kept them hidden under their beds, I needed an audience, 

interaction and feedback. One day, my teacher encouraged me to join a pen friend 

organization and I used to write pages of fascinating detail about my teacher, my 

friend, my dog… I even invented a few personalities, the details of which were far 

more interesting than my own life. So when one of my colleagues explained to me 

what blogging was all about  - the frequent postings, the feedback, the trackbacks – 

I felt confident that I already knew all about it. I am now a marketing specialist and 

my blog is a business tool. But at the same time I am reliving the joy of 

communicating and the thrill of the conversation. 

Dave Armano  

A year ago I was a professional minding my own business. When I started 

reading blogs, I would say to myself: „There‟s so much information out  there – so 

many smart people.‟ I decided to start my own blog, but I had no idea what I was 

doing. I was basically a nobody and I was trying to get people to listen to me. What 

was I thinking? But then I created a visual for my blog and before I knew it, I had 

all  these other blogs linking to me – doing weird stuff  like trackbacks. I had no 

idea what a trackback was, but I went from forty hits a day to close to a hundred 

overnight. It was amazing! That‟s when I stopped to think: if  I wanted traffic, I 

needed to get some good content there, and that‟s what really worked for me. 

Carol Krishner 

It‟s great to have my personal blog because I feel free and if I make mistakes 

I  learn from the experience. I‟m a lecturer, and it‟s refreshing to be able to step 

outside my academic interests and into a different world. But it‟s interesting that 

when you choose topics to write about you give others hints about yourself ,  and 

people do get to know you. So it‟s not the thing to do if you want to remain 

anonymous. One of the first lessons I learnt is that the blogosphere is a genuine 

community. After asking a question in a blog comment about what qualities are 

needed in a good blog, I soon got spot-on advice from a blogger I didn‟t even 

know. Then I had an invitation to a local face-to-face blogger meet-up, which was 

an amazing experience.  

Debbie Weil 

I started my first blog exactly three years ago for a very practical reason. It 

was clear to me that blogs were going to become a usual tool in my future job as a 

journalist. I needed to know how to use this new tool, and I figured blogging 

myself was the quickest way to get up to speed. I learnt quickly and since then I‟ve 

helped others launch their own personal blogs. The simplicity of  blogging 

software enables me to write short  entries without any problems or delays. Writing 

a 750-word article is a daunting task, but a quick blog entry takes less than a 



minute. And yet the effect is so significant – I get calls from companies saying 

they‟ve read my blog and would I be available to give a presentation, for a large 

fee. 

Tristan Hussey 

Writing has been a struggle for me for most of my academic life. In my first 

high school year I had serious spelling problems all the time. At college, thanks to 

a spell checker and some practice, I did fine. In 2004, I was in an administrative 

job and feeling that I was only using a small portion of my skills. I had heard about 

this blogging thing and decided I should give it a go. I wrote one blog but deleted it 

after a couple of days. Then I realised that if I wanted a better job, I‟d need to get 

good at this. So I started reading blogs, writing blogs – it was a daily ritual of 

reading and writing. And guess what, my writing was getting better, and, 

incredibly, I got noticed by employers. Today I work for a blog software company. 

 

Задание 2. Расположите события (a-d) в правильной 

последовательности. 

In 1980, the American computer manufacturer Apple opened a factory in 

Cork, Ireland‟s second city, in order to produce and distribute Apple Mac 

computers for Europe. In 1999, the huge demand for Apple‟s new product, the 

iMac computer, led them to add a call centre to their operations in Cork in order to 

process customers‟ orders and queries, and in 2002 the Apple centre in Cork 

became Apple‟s  headquarters for Europe. Although there is less manufacturing 

done in Cork today, the Centre currently employs 1,200 people working in the 

areas of sales, financial management, planning, software development   and testing, 

and customer service. 

The call centre has now expanded to cover the whole of Europe. This means 

that anyone in a European country phoning Apple with a query or technical 

problem with their Apple computer will speak directly to one of the multi-lingual 

operators in Cork. Call centres in general are a huge growth industry in Ireland, 

and have become one of the country‟s top employers. 

 

a. Apple opened a call centre in Cork. 

b. Apple first opened a branch of their business in Cork. 

c. Cork became Apple‟s European headquarters. 

d. Apple produced the iMac computer. 

 

Задание 3. Установите соответствие между названием компании 

(A-G) и способом размещения рекламы (1-6). 

 

Nineties marketers… have come up with clear and intrusive new selling 

techniques. Recent highlights include these innovations: Gordon‟s gin 

experimented with filling British movie theatres with the scent of juniper berries; 

Calvin Klein stuck “CK Be” perfume strips on the backs of Ticketmaster concert 

envelopes, and in some Scandinavian countries you can get “free” long-distance 

calls with ads cutting into your telephone conversations. And there‟s plenty 



more… sticker ads on pieces of fruit promoting ABC sitcoms, Levi‟s ads in public 

washrooms, corporate logos on boxes of Girl Guide cookies, ads for pop albums on 

takeout food containers, and ads for Batman movies projected on sidewalks or into 

the night sky. There are already ads on benches in national parks as well as on 

library cards in public libraries, and in December 1998 NASA  announced plans to 

sell advertising space on its space stations. Pepsi‟s continuing threat to project its 

logo on to the moon‟s surface hasn‟t yet materialized, but Mattel did paint an entire 

street in Salford, England, pink – houses, porches, trees, road, sidewalk, dogs and 

cars were all accessories in the televised celebrations of Barbie Pink Month. 

With this wave of brand mania has come a new breed of businessman. One 

who will proudly inform you that Brand X is not a product, but a way of life, an 

attitude, a set of values, a look, an idea. And it sounds really great – much better 

than that Brand X is a screwdriver, or a hamburger chain, or a pair of jeans, or 

even a very successful line of running shoes. Nike, Phil Knight announced in the 

late eighties, is a “sports company” its mission is not to sell shoes but to “enhance 

people‟s lives through sports and fitness” and to keep “the magic of sports alive”. 

 

A   ABC                      1. Putting stickers on envelopes containing concert  tickets. 

B  Calvin Klein         2. Putting advertisements in public toilets. 

C  Gordon‟s gin        3. Projecting an advertisement onto the moon. 

D  Levi‟s                   4. Spraying smells in cinemas. 

E  Mattel                   5. Painting a street pink 

F  Pepsi                     6. Putting stickers on fruit. 

 

Задание 4. Соотнесите слова (1-6) с определениями (a-f). 

1. to dial up                    a. without cables or wires 

2. to download               b. a small mobile computer, about the size of a large   

                                            book 

3. wireless                      c. a very small mobile computer that  will fit in your    

                                            hand  

4. laptop                          d. to make a connection to a phone line 

5. notebook                     e. a group of computers that are connected 

6. network                       f. to copy something from the Internet on to your     

                                           computer  

Часть С 

Выскажите свое мнение по следующему утверждению. 

The best way to learn a foreign language is to travel abroad and to speak 

with native speakers. 

What do you think is the best way of studying a language? 

 

Объем высказывания – 150 – 200 слов. 

План высказывания: 

 Введение (постановка проблемы) 



 Ваше мнение с аргументами 

 Заключение (выводы) 

 
Key: 

Part A. 

1.  1c  2b  3d  4a  5d  6c  7b  8a  9a  10c 

2.    1a   2b   3c   4c   5a  6d   7a  8c   9c   10d  

Part B. 

1.   1d  2a  3c  4e  5b  6c  7a  8e  9b   10 b/e   11d  12c  13a  14d 

2. b d a c 

3.   1b  2d  3f  4c  5e  6a 

4. 1d   2f   3a  4b  5c  6e 

 

Образец выполнения письменного задания (эссе) части С. 

Nowadays people spend lots of money in order to go to an English-speaking 

country to improve their language skills. It is assumed that it is better to study a 

language abroad because you can use it communicating with native speakers. 

From my point of view, studying in a foreign country has certain drawbacks. 

Firstly, this way is very expensive as the tuition fee for overseas students is rather 

high. Besides, when you study abroad, you have to adapt to a very different way of 

life, which can be quite stressful. What is more, English teachers do not speak 

Russian so if you don't know English well, you will not understand their 

explanation. In fact I also doubt that we will have lots of opportunities to speak 

abroad as we do not know many people there.  

To sum up, I would argue that the best way to learn a language is to study it 

in your native country because you can always get the necessary help from your 

teachers. I think that we should travel abroad to practise a language but not to 

study it. (185 слов) 

 

Критерии оценивания письменного задания (эссе) части С. 

Баллы Решение 

коммуникативной 

задачи - содержание  

Организация текста Языковое 

оформление текста - 

лексика 

Языковое 

оформление 

текста - 

грамматика 
5 Задание выполнено 

полностью; 

содержание 

отражает все 

указанные  аспекты; 

стилевое 

оформление 

выбрано правильно. 

Высказывание 

логично; средства 

логической связи 

использованы 

правильно; текст 

разделен на абзацы; 

оформление текста 

соответствует 

нормам. 

Словарный запас 

соответствует 

поставленной 

задаче; практически 

нет нарушений в 

использовании 

лексики. 

Грамматические 

структуры 

используются в 

соответствии в 

поставленной 

задачей; 

практически 

отсутствуют 

ошибки. 
4-3 Задание выполнено: 

некоторые аспекты, 

Высказывание  в 

основном логично; 

Словарный запас 

соответствует 

Имеется ряд 

грамматических 



указанные в 

задании, раскрыты 

не полностью; 

имеются отдельные 

нарушения 

стилевого 

оформления. 

имеются отдельные 

недостатки при 

использовании 

средств логической 

связи и делении 

текста на абзацы; 

имеются отдельные 

нарушения формата 

в оформлении 

текста. 

поставленной 

задаче; встречаются 

отдельные 

неточности в 

употреблении слов; 

словарный запас 

ограничен, но 

лексика 

использована 

правильно. 

ошибок не 

затрудняющих 

понимание текста. 

2-1 Задание выполнено 

не полностью: 

содержание 

отражает не все 

аспекты, указанные 

в задании; часто 

встречаются 

нарушения 

стилевого 

оформления. 

Высказывание не 

всегда логично; 

имеются 

многочисленные 

ошибки в 

использовании 

средств логической 

связи, их выбор 

ограничен; деление 

текста на абзацы 

отсутствует; 

имеются 

многочисленные 

ошибки в 

оформлении текста. 

Неоправданно 

ограниченный 

словарный запас; 

часто встречаются 

нарушения в 

использовании 

лексики, некоторые 

из них затрудняют 

понимание текста. 

Часто 

встречаются 

ошибки 

элементарного 

уровня; ошибки 

не 

многочисленны, 

но затрудняют 

понимание текста. 

0 Задание не 

выполнено: 

содержание не 

отражает указанные 

аспекты или не 

соответствует 

требуемому объему. 

Отсутствует логика 

в построении 

высказывания; текст 

не оформлен. 

Крайне 

ограниченный 

словарный запас не 

позволяет 

выполнить задачу. 

Грамматические 

правила не 

соблюдаются. 

 


